
DAVID KEELAN
PRODUCTION ARTIST/GRAPHIC DESIGNER

CONTACT
david.keelan@email.com

(123) 456-7890

Hoboken, NJ

LinkedIn

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts

Graphic Design
Rutgers University

2015 - 2019

New Brunswick, NJ

SKILLS
Brand Identity Development

Color Theory
CSS

Layout

Typography
Strategy

CERTIFICATIONS
UI/UX Design Specialization

ACTIVITIES
Co-President, Unified Artist

Network of New Jersey

CAREER OBJECTIVE
Enthusiastic and hard-working production artist/graphic designer with 2+
years of professional experience in brand development. Seeking a role with
Clean and Green, where my background in product design and branding
would enable Clean and Green products to rival competitor brands with
unique, trending designs and attract more customers.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Artist/Graphic Designer
David and Young
2019 - current / Secaucus, NJ

Crafted 75+ static and video assets, utilizing different styles and
approaches, most of which were included in public campaign efforts
Created original graphics for their Fall 2021 campaign, which reached
over 800K viewers across 4 social media platforms
Designed visual content for Facebook and Instagram posts, which in
total received over 2.8M+ points of engagement

Revamped brand identity, refocusing on more trend awareness,
increasing average time on the website by 23%

Collaborated with the sales team to create sales materials, including
tradeshow displays, which resulted in 27+ new customers

PROJECTS
Meet Me, Portfolio
Website Creator

Created and designed 100% of website features to enable graphic
designers, writers, and other artists to upload their portfolios

Enabled 6K+ artists to create portfolios in under 2 hours on average,
reducing portfolio production time by 75%

Designed and outlined brand identity, including the logo, typography,
color palettes, shapes, and social media graphics

Sugar Cooking with Carol
Blog Graphic Designer

Developed 15+ key branded designs for blog and social media use

Collaborated with blog creator to design cookbook covers and
illustrations for 3 cookbooks, which sold over 21K copies each

Produced shipping and packaging materials for 85% of Sugar Cooking
with Carol products, with 92% of customer reviews rating packaging
and product design with 5/5 stars

https://linkedin.com/

